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Abstract 

The purpose of this work is to offer a study on the categorization of infant cry analysis based on 

several variables collected via speech and auditory processing. Certain spectral and descriptive aspects 

of a child's scream designed for a certain reason differ dramatically. To begin, the model was trained with 

individual characteristics. Later, the best characteristics were chosen, and the model was trained once 

more by merging these features. According to Dunstan Baby Language (DBL) study, newborns employ 

five sorts of languages: NEH (Hungry), HEH (Discomfort), EAIRH (Lower Wind/Gas), EH (Burp), and 

OWH (Tired).. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) approach is used to extract features 

from a sound stream. 

Keywords: Infant cry analysis, Speech and Auditory processing, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient 

(MFCC). 

1. Introduction 

The analysis of biological signals is important for medical diagnoses. A child does not know an 

explicit way of communication, it can indicate its needs through a cry. The information about the 

emotional and physical condition of a baby can be extracted from the sound. The first oral communication 

of babies is through crying before they start expressing their feelings through speech. At times, it becomes 

difficult to know the reason why an infant cries.  
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A caregiver or mother may become frustrated as a result of this. The infant mortality rate is 

calculated as the number of children who die before the age of one year. According to World Health 

Organization (WHO) data, the newborn mortality rate is million. The primary reason for this is health 

concerns. If the condition is detected sooner, about 75 percent of baby fatalities can be averted [1], [2]. 

As a result, a child cry classification system to categorise newborn screams is required to address this 

issue. It is feasible to classify the baby's requirement from cry signals by extracting certain aspects from 

that sound signal [3], [4]. 

The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) is considered as a feature vector and is created 

by performing a Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) decomposition to the collected speech signal. 

Cepstral Cepstral Cepstral Cepstral Cepstral Cepstral Ceps Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCC) is the most widely used feature extraction approach in speech recognition, based on a frequency 

domain and the Mel scale based on the human ear scale [5] [6]. The MFCC is thought to be a significantly 

more accurate frequency domain feature than the time domain feature. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient Based Feature Extraction 

Characteristics of the Cepstral Domain In voice recognition, the mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficient (MFCC) is commonly utilised. The audio signals are represented cepstrally. It is used by 

researchers to test new methodologies and is frequently used for baseline investigations. The extraction 

technique for Linear Frequency Cep stral Coefficients (LFCC) is identical to that of MFCC extraction. 

The distinction is that it employs a linear filter bank rather than the Mel filter bank. Other cepstral features 

investigated by researchers include the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Log-Mel feature, Mel Scale, 

Constant-Q Chromagram, Log-mel spectrum, and delta spectrum. MFCC coefficients, according to 

auditory perception theories, are more resilient than other coefficients such as LPC coefficients [7], [8]. 

Within a given frame, the MFCC characteristics of normal and aberrant newborn cry signals were 

displayed in space. 

Attempt the preprocessing procedure before the MFCC process. Preprocessing is a sound signal 

procedure that still contains a lot of noise or the first data preparation step before it is removed. 

Preprocessing is divided into two stages: DC removal is the process of removing a direct current (DC) 

signal or a unidirectional signal that is a frequency signal that happens as an alternating current (AC). 

DC elimination calculates the average of the sampled sound and reduces each sample with the average 

value. 

The formulae listed below are used: y[n] = x[n] x, 0 n N 1 where y[n] is a DC Removal outcome 

signal sample, x [n] is the original signal sample, x is the original signal sample's average value, and N 

is the signal length. 
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The first order of Finite Impulse Response (FIR), High Pass Filter (HPF) was used for pre-

emphasis filtering, which is based on the connection between input and output in the time domain. The 

tool employed can be a filter with a fixed or adaptive coefficient, and the efficiency is changed against 

time based on the auto-correlation value of the speech signal file utilised: y[n] = s[n] a. s[n 1], 0.9 a 1, 

where y[n] is a pre-emphasis signal and s [n] is the signal before pre-emphasis [9], [10]. 

Frame blocking is the technique of dividing sound signals into pieces in order to improve sound 

computation and analysis.  Windowing is performed on each frame with the goal of reducing the 

discontinuity between two frames having start and end sections that are constrained. The Hamming 

window is utilised, and the function equation is:  

w(n) = 0.54 0.46 cos (2n N 1) (5), where w(n) is the window function.  

(𝑘) = ∑ (𝑓𝑘 × 𝑒 −2𝜋𝑘𝑛 𝑁 𝑁−1 𝐾=0 , 𝑛 = 0,1 … . 𝑁 − 1 ) 

(𝑘) denotes an FFT result signal, n the sample index, N the number of samples, and K 0, 1, 2,..., 

(N 1). 

• The Mel-Frequency Wrapping refers to the process of converting a frequency scale to a mail scale. The 

Mel Frequency Scale is a linear frequency scale below 1 kHz and a logarithmic frequency scale beyond 

1 kHz. The Mel scale may be calculated using the following equation: 

Mel(f) = 2595 log10 (1 + f 700) si/2 (7), where Mel(f) is the Mel-Frequency scale and f is a linear 

frequency (Hz). 

• Discrete Cosine Transform is the process of converting a spectrum to Cepstrum. The Mel-Frequency 

Cepstrum Coefficient is the outcome of the DCT poses (MFCC). The following formulae are employed: 

Cn = (log Sk) cos [n (k 1 2) N] N k1, n = 1,2,..., k (8), where Sk is the output of the filterbank process at 

index K and K is the predicted number of coefficients. 

Cepstral Liftering is a technique for extracting information from spoken speech signals. Cepstral 

liftering may be calculated by implementing the function windowing: w(n) = 1 + L 2 sin (n L), n = 1,2,..., 

L (9), where L is the number of cepstral coefficients and N is the index of cepstral coefficients. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

Initially, the cry.csv file is imported into the system, from which the model derives the names of the wav 

files and their labels. Following that, the sampling rate of the audios is gathered, and an envelope function 

is constructed to remove dead spots in the audios, as shown in figure. 

 

Fig 1: Class Distribution of Pain, Hungry and Discomfort Cry 

The class distribution of pain, hunger, and discomfort cry is depicted in Figure 1. Following the 

determination of the class distribution, time series, quick Fourier transformation, Filterbank coefficients, 

and Mel frequency cepstral coefficients are computed. 

 

Fig 2 (a) – Signal Time Series Representation of discomfort , hungry and pain cry signal 

 

Fig 2(b) – Fourier Filter Bank Coefficients Representation of discomfort, hunger and pain cries 

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate a time series depiction of the cry signal and the fourier transform of the 

cry signal's filter bank coefficients. By processing the cry signal in the frequency domain, the short-time 

Fourier transform (STFT) is utilised to estimate the sinusoidal frequency and phase content of local 

portions of the cry signal. 
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Fig 3(a) – MFCC Filter Bank Coefficients Representation of discomfort, hunger and pain cries 

 

Fig 3(b) – MFCC Representation of discomfort, hunger and pain cries 

Fig 3(a) and fig 3(b) shows filter bank officcints of signal cry and the final representation of the 

extracted MFCC features. Because MFCC algorithms collect both time and frequency domain 

information from cry signals, it is clear that MFCC can yield distinct features for hunger-related crying 

and drowsy crying. As a consequence, with a classification rate, MFCC features beat LPC and LPCC 

features. Experiment results on cry signals for hunger, discomfort, and pain. MFCC features outperform 

LPC and LPCC features for the same reasons stated above. We also look at how different characteristics 

and common categorization algorithms perform in terms of recognition rate. MFCC outperforms other 

traits, according to our findings. The MFCC function achieves the greatest recognition accuracy rate for 

newborns cry application. 

4. Conclusion 

This research describes an unique approach for detecting and recognising individual independent 

baby cries in a loud environment. Infant cry language recognition was performed using audio 

characteristics extracted from infant cry signals in the temporal and frequency domains. Experiments 

demonstrated that the suggested newborn cry unit recognition algorithms provide accurate and promising 

findings with medical and societal implications. Our future study will include taking many characteristics 

into account and using reinforcement learning to increase performance. We intend to collect more data 

and provide more cry causes in the future. 
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